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Welcome!

In this issue…

04. Exclusive Interview
with Jack Chen

"A journey of a thousand miles

begins with a single step"
- Laozi, in the Dao De Jing.

We interview one of the most prolific Kung Fu historians
around today. Jack Chen from ChineseLongSword.com.

That first step is being taken here and I’m very

08. Lazily Ties a Coat

pleased to be able to share the very first issue of
“Kung Fu History” magazine with you. I can’t

In our very first issue we’re going to dissect one of Kung

guarantee how often it will be published but it will

Fu’s fundamental principles, Lan Zha Yi to see why it’s

be packed full of Chinese martial arts history.

still used today.

12. Selling Kung Fu
in the 70’s

If you have any comments on this first issue
please do get in touch.

- Phil Robinson

We look at selling Kung Fu as it exploded into western
popular culture during the 1970’s.

Cover Images
This issue’s cover was created from a public domain photograph of
Chen Fake (1887–1957) performing Tai Chi.
Inside cover: a 1970’s deadly kung fu advert. Inside back cover: The
oriental art of instantaneous death! We discuss these adverts in
“Selling Kung Fu in the 1970’s” on page 12.

14. Discover Our Top 10
Kung Fu’s Greatest Hits
We list our favourite historical Kung Fu hand postures
and our favourite ways to make contact with your

Reader’s Letters: Kung Fu Master Arcade Game, 1984, Data East.

Follow us or get in touch…
www.daolin.co.uk
www.facebook.com/groups/DaolinUK/
twitter.com/DaolinUK
info@daolin.co.uk

opponent!

READER’S LETTERS
As this is the first issue we
have none but please get in
touch and let us know what
you think. We’d love to hear
any comments, suggestions,
corrections or if you wish to
contribute in any way.

© 2021-2022, The Historical Kung Fu Society. All text, images, illustrations and content are under strict
copyright, all rights are reserved and no part of this work may be copied, reproduced or distributed without
explicit permission of the copyright holders.
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Exclusive
Interview
Exclusive
Interview:

JACK CHEN
Martial Artist, Historian, Researcher, Author and Translator.

I’m very pleased to be able to have this as the very first article in the first issue. I’ve been
reading Jack Chen’s books and research for many years. He is the President of the Historical
Combat Association (Singapore) and he believes deeply in preserving and promoting historical
wisdom and knowledge for future generations. His work involves the translation and
interpretation of military training manuals but it doesn’t stop there. He uses these
interpretations to reconstruct techniques into practical
forms. This is very well aligned with the work of the
society so I caught up with Jack recently who very kindly
agreed to answer a few of my questions.
Phil: How old were you when you started learning martial
arts and what made you try it?
Jack: I was in my late teens. Like anyone of my age, I
loved playing video games for the sense of adventure
that it gave me.
But one day, I decided that I wanted to leave the "virtual
world", and find something adventurous in the real
world.
In online video games, one thing that made the game
"sticky" is the community. People forming teams to
complete quests and such.
So I decided on martial arts, because I had a dream that
people from different styles can all gather and fight each
other in a friendly way, to make friends and learn from
each other.

“

One
mind,
any

weapon.

”
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Phil: What are your main styles and which is
your favourite?
Jack: I don't have a main style per se.
Fundamentally, everyone is anatomically
similar.
Even though different styles may look different
on the outside, but as long as it's legit martial
arts style, your development anatomically will
largely be similar.
I was fortunate to have 2 teachers, one
Chinese internal martial arts, and one Japanese
internal martial arts, who taught me how to
use my body efficiently.
Fighting techniques are "superficial". These are
things like, "if enemy attacks me this way, I will
defend that way" etc…

Jack Chen's - Essentials of the Fist and the
Art of the Chinese Straight Sword.

Such superficial lessons are easily learnt through books, that's why we have HEMA.
But try taking a Taiji lesson via a book, on how to use your core, straighten your spine,
round your shoulders etc... and you'll see how confusing it can be without a real
teacher to guide you.
Phil: What first got you interested in martial arts history?
Jack: When I was looking for a martial arts style to join and learn, I found that modern
Wushu is too flashy.
So I thought to myself that there must be something in Chinese martial arts that
teaches you to fight practically, and not for showmanship. That's what led me to
research ancient manuals.
Phil: What are the main difficulties you find when translating old Chinese texts?
Jack: In old Chinese text, you can find the meaning for each individual character.
Just copy and paste it into Google or some online dictionary. The difficulty is making
sense of it, and figuring out its contextual meaning, not its dictionary meaning.
Phil: Have you ever had any injuries during your reconstruction practise?
Jack: Just a few bruises here and there, luckily!
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Phil: What is the most valuable lesson you have learned from this project so far?
Jack: If you find a modern day martial artist, and pen down the crucial learning points
that he has to share. You'll find that, most of the time, it was already recorded in the
ancient text.
Phil: Do you have a large collection of weapons, which is your favourite?
Jack: I don't really have a large collection of weapons.
I once watched a US Marine Corps documentary. The drill sergeant was saying, "One
mind, any weapon."
I agree with that. It's more important to train ourselves to be mentally and physically
capable to use anything that we can grab hold of. But if you're asking what is my
personal favourite weapon, it will be the Long Saber.

Phil: What are you currently working on or planning for the future?
Jack: Last year 2020, I published "Essentials of the Fist", which is Ming General Qi Jiguang's
Fist manual. This is the basics for all martial artist, as it trains the necessary muscle groups
to develop a soldier.
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Now 2021, I'm working on 少林棍法闡宗 (Shaolin Gunfa Chanzong), the Shaolin Staff
manual. This will then be the foundation for all weaponry combat.
You can see a progressive pattern here: starting from empty hands as the basics, then
the Staff as the basics for weapons. I will progressively move up the "ladder".
As of now, a manual which I think is quite high up on the ladder is 浑元剑经 (Hunyuan
Jian Jing), the "Hunyuan Sword Manual". This was written in late-Yuan early-Ming
period.
I actually tried to work on it first, but after a while, I realized that it was too advanced,
and I had to go step-by-step. Hence my progression escalation as mentioned.

Apologies for the late publication, this interview was conducted in 2021 but the release
of this first magazine was delayed.
I’d like to thank Jack for taking time out to talk to us. If you’re interested in Jack’s
research please visit his website at https://www.chineselongsword.com where you can
read about his research and download some of the source documents he has used.
Jack also has a YouTube channel where he demonstrates many of the movements that
he talks about.
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCvvThPMe_v3YmgPvqAPEoCg
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If you practise Tai Chi then
you may be familiar with
this movement. It's used in
Wu Hao, Sun Style, Hun
Yuan and most commonly
in Chen Family Boxing.
The concept of the movement dates back further than the
creation of Chen Family Boxing though and it was featured in
General Qi's Military manual. It's evident that Chen Wan Ting
took a lot of inspiration from Qi's work and I think modern
practitioners should review it too.
In this first article for our historical Kung Fu society I will be
starting with the name and why it's not very well translated.
I'll then look at the posture and elements of the form in detail
using illustrations and description from ancient Chinese texts.
I'll be drawing parallels with modern interpretations of the
movements across different styles.
You should definitely read this article if you want to get to
know Lǎn Zhā Yī well. It's one of the most important
movements in Tai Chi and of great use in Kung Fu.
To understand it properly you should know why and how it
came to be, understand its journey and not just the
destination that we see today.
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“
The smooth
twisting
movement
that allow
this action
prepare the
practitioner
for a strike
with plenty
of release.

”

What's in a name?
Well, when you're investigating historical

a little misleading. This is especially true

martial arts there's actually quite a lot of

when you compare it to the gathering of

clues in the name of each form so it's

robes shown in historic illustrations and the

important to not just translate them but to

intended function of the form.

actually interpret them.
Jack Chen's excellent interpretation of the
懒扎衣 (Lǎn Zhā Yī) is usually translated as

title is "Casual Tuck Shirt Stance", this is so

some derivative of the phrase "Lazily ties a

much better but still doesn’t convey a sense

coat". This doesn't really mean very much

of the correct meaning in English. I think a

out of context and hopefully this article will

more descriptive and digestible English

at least add some clarity to this.

phrase would be "effortlessly gathers his
robes". That then matches the sense of

It's true, 懒 Lǎn does mean "lazy" but why

preparation and purpose of the movement

would the word lazy be used in the title of a

which we'll look at next.

martial arts move? A much better translation
is often offered as "casual". This is good

The following example is not a complete

because it doesn't have the negative

sequence but a simple extracted exercise.

connotations of lazy. Perhaps the best way

The principle is to root your feet and draw

to understand its true meaning though is

back energy which is release from the

"without effort".

twisting of the waist.

The translation of 扎 Zhā is also factually
accurate as its literal meaning is the verb "to
tie". This isn't very descriptive though and
knowing the function of the movement a
much better translation would be "to gather
together".
Finally 衣 Yī can be used to describe many
types of clothing but the word “coat” is also
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Example movement
Someone who has mastered Lǎn Zhā Yī would not
struggle to ready himself for battle. He would
effortlessly gather his robes and move them aside
and in doing so compress some energy for a strike.
Here’s a break down of the essentials of the
movement.
1. STAND WITH YOUR FEET SHOULDER WITH
APART, KNEES SLIGHTLY BENT, LOWER BACK
PULLED IN SLIGHTLY, ARMS RELAXED AT
YOUR SIDES.
As we’re not doing a complete series of movements
here we are just isolating a single principle for
examination it’s good to start in a preparatory stance.

2. PUSHING YOUR LEFT HIP FORWARDS AND
MOVING YOUR LEFT PALM ACROSS YOUR BODY
TOWARDS YOUR RIGHT HIP, THIS WILL SHIFT
SOME WEIGHT INTO YOUR LEFT FOOT.

The smooth twisting movement that allow this
action prepare the practitioner for a strike with
plenty of release. That is the true nature of the
movement, a coiling motion, driven from weight
control in the feet, movement through the hips as
a form of preparation followed by a release of
powerful energy. The emphasis is on the
preparation, the strike does not come from the
arm or the fist but starts in the left foot as the
weight is driven down into it. Energy is created
from this very point and stored for release.
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3. PULL YOUR LEFT HIP BACK, ENDING WITH MORE WEIGHT IN YOUR RIGHT
FOOT, YOUR LEFT HAND DRAWS BACK TO THE WAIST, YOUR RIGHT PALM STRIKES
FORWARDS WITH A DEFINED STOP AT THE TARGET.
This is the essence of the strike, a “fājìn”
( 発勁 ) type of energy release that is
prepared for and delivered simply and
without telegraphing the intention. It is
the fundamentals of Bruce Lee’s one inch
punch, it is a thrust with a sword, and
the basis of almost every strike. This is
why the Lǎn Zhā Yī movement has such
importance and is given the prime
position it has in General Qi's Military
manual.
Train in the movements, keep your feet
rooted but your hips and waist fluid to
allow the movement to travel through
your body.

DON'T ACCIDENTALLY CALL MY MOTHER A HORSE!
You may notice that the Chinese words in this magazine use marks above them to indicate
their tone. This gives you a hint at how to pronounce them as Chinese is a tonal language
and the same word can mean different things depending on the tone used.

妈

麻

mā (mother)

má (hemp)

begins high
and stays high

begins at mid-range
and ends high

马
mǎ (horse)

骂

吗

mà (scold)

begins mid-range, dips
low, ends mid-range

begins high
and ends low

ma (asking a
question)
neutral tone

Using the above guide you should be able to have a go at pronouncing words such as “Lǎn
Zhā Yī” or “fā jìn” which are both mentioned in the article above.
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Kung Fu made its big break into western culture during
the 1970’s and it really was everywhere! Bruce Lee was
releasing amazing movies on our cinema screens, David
Carradine was on the telly walking the the path and Carl
Douglas was on the radio reminding us that “everybody
was kung fu fighting”.
The newsagents were full of martial There were some elements of

“Protect yourself
and your loved
ones”

arts magazines and the secret but

sports marketing amongst the

deadly art of Kung Fu was

more sensible schools and of

becoming something that everyone

course the big draw of self

wanted to learn. Kung Fu schools

defence but even these noble

were opening around the world and elements were twisted by many
they were full of eager students

of the magazine adverts.

wanting to learn the secret and
mysterious fighting systems.

These adverts were selling self
defence as a security system with
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You may have noticed adverts on

lines like; “Protect yourself and

the inside covers of this first issue

your loved ones”, “Never be

and these are fairly typical of how

afraid again”, “Become a NEW

Kung Fu was marketed in those

MAN!” and all of this was being

days. A deadly system that could

promised with “No physical

turn anyone’s hands into lethal

strength or exertion”. Kung Fu is

weapons. The health benefits and

not a mere martial art it’s a super

holistic well-being that is used to

power which can be rushed to

attract people today was simply

you “in a plain wrapper

non-existent.

immediately” for a very modest
fee of course.

Why a plain paper wrapper?

superhuman killing machine with

Well, this is all top secret and by

no effort, strength or even

completing and returning the

contact but was it a better

coupon you are being admitted

martial art than Judo or Karate?

into a secret society in exchange
for just a few of your hard

“Even a Karate Savate or Judo

earned dollars. “You will be

expert shudders and the

learning the deadly nature of

thought of meeting a KUNG-FU

Kung Fu with techniques like the

master…” For just $3.98 the

Dim Mak Deathtouch.”

masked Kung Fu master could
teach you these secrets. The

If it’s all such a secret then who

book offered taught you fast

were the teachers of this art?

and in the comfort of your own

Well thankfully that was all

home using a revolutionary new

explained in one of the adverts in

method called pictures! Within a

a section titled “WHO IS THIS

few minutes of seeing these

MAN?”. It reads “Behind the

pictures you could learn

blindfold is the Hon. Master ‘Kung

techniques that allowed you to

Fu.’ That’s not his real name of

defeat four karate or judo

course. If you were a Kung-Fu

experts or even professional

expert, you’d recognise his real

boxers.

name at once, if we were to
reveal it. But we cannot, for his

Looking back it’s quite amazing

Chinese fellow Kung-Fu Masters

that Kung Fu ever managed to

would punish him severely for

recover from the image

revealing the deadly maneuvers

portrayed in the 1970’s but it

he has sworn to keep secret.”,

did recover and finally settled

clearly a man of integrity!

itself amongst the world’s

Kung Fu
“The oriental
art of
instantaneous
death that is
applied with no
bodily contact”

martial arts for sport, health and
This was the mysterious man

self defence.

who was going to teach you
Kung Fu, “the oriental art of

Some of the miraculous claims

instantaneous death that is

just won’t go away though and

applied with no bodily contact”

the deadly art of instant death

according to the adverts. So

“Dim Mak” can still be seen as a

Kung Fu was amazing in the 70’s

selling point today in some

and could make you into a

Schools of Kung Fu.
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In this exclusive poll we collected
the opinions of absolutely nobody
to compile a list of what I
personally think are the best
Kung Fu fists of all time.

Kung Fu History Magazine’s TOP 10 ways to hit your opponent!

8. Dragon

10. Straight Punch
It’s a classic of Kung Fu, tightly
packed, thumb tucked out of
the way and delivered straight
from the shoulder.

Palm
The fingers are
spaced so there
is less tension
in the palm
which allows
Sun Catcher / Vertical for better
blocking. Just
Fist
be careful not
A vertical version of the
straight fist favoured in Long- to catch your
pinkie!
Fist style for its speed and
compact form.

9.

6. Dragon
7. The Crane Beak /
Hook
Perfect for blocking striking
with the back of your hand or
for hooking an incoming kick.
Can also strike pressure
points.

/ Willow
Leaf Palm
The fingers
are tight
together and
the thumb
brought in or
tucked for
extra
tenstion.

5. Leopard Paw
Use the flat surface to block or
sneak it through small gaps as a
punch!

4. Spear / Snake Palm
Also good through small gaps
although you may need to
condition your fingertips.

1. Eagle Claw
First place has to go to the
versatile Eagle Claw. Great for
Chin Na, blocking, catching,
griping and easy to change
into many other forms for
striking.

2. Tiger Claws
Train those fingers for
gripping and twisting. The
Tiger claw attacks vulnerable
areas such as the neck and
various pressure pioints.

3. Phoenix Eye
All the power of a punch
compacted into the point of a
single knuckle. Requires
extensive conditioning but
can deliver a very painful
blow to the centre of the
sternum bone.

Don’t miss our next issue…
Featuring the historic green dragon
sword moves, the Crane Iron Pentalogy,
and much more.

~ Available soon (at some point) ~

Merchandise
Available for purchase from
https://HistoricalKungFu.myspreadshop.co.uk

